INTRODUCTION – GOD’S PEOPLE (A.3.FALL)

LESSONS FOR CHILDREN AGES 3-5

GOAL FOR THE TRIMESTER: To learn that they can serve God with joy using the gifts and abilities He has them given. Learn practical ways in which they can serve others in the name of Christ the honor of God.

MESSAGE FOR THE TEACHER:

The focus of the lessons in this quarter is to learn about the people of God who served him with joy. Before teaching them the message, is important that you take time to pray and study any issues, key concepts and stories.

The joy of serving should be expressed from your own life. So children can learn from not what was said in class but also learn by what they observe from you. Pray for the children in your group which is the most important thing you should do each week. In addition, preparation will be a reflection of the importance you are giving to the ministry of Christian education.

Remember that with young children is not important to have many details. Young children do not understand these things. Simply emphasize to them that God provides everything we need. In the desert He gave water to some thirsty travelers. Ask questions: what is it that He gives us in our time of need? The children themselves make the comparison at a level they can understand.

Suggested crafts, games, songs and other activities will help class to develop an attractive environment for these children who always expect to see, rather than hear. Remember, they learn by watching rather than listening. Through creativity and imagination your work will be guided by the Holy Spirit, and at the end of the quarter you will see results and give thanks to God.